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DNA Repair and Cancer
RNA and proteins can be totally degraded when
damaged, and re-synthesized when needed
DNA is not totally degraded when damaged
- repaired at a nucleotide level or in small patches
DNA repair maintains integrity of the genetic
information
- DNA -> RNA -> protein
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Importance of DNA Repair
All organisms, from bacteria to yeast to humans, have
multiple DNA repair mechanisms and pathways
Many of the genes, proteins and repair pathways are
evolutionarily conserved
~ 150 human genes encode DNA repair proteins, and
many more involved in DNA damage response (DDR)
Defects in DNA Repair can cause Cancer

DNA Repair
Types of DNA damage
Types of DNA repair pathways
DNA damage, repair, and cancer
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DNA Repair
Types of DNA damage
Errors in DNA synthesis
Spontaneous/endogenous sources
Exogenous sources

Replication Errors in the Genome
DNA polymerase delta (d) copies DNA with
high fidelity (proofreading mutant D400A)
- Low error rate in copying: ~1 error/105 bp

Human genome has ~6x109 bp
- 6x109 / 1x105 = ~60,000 errors!

How does the cell prevent/correct these
errors to minimize the mutation rate?
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Proofreading Errors in the Genome
DNA polymerase d + proofreading function
- ~1 error in 107 bp

Human genome has ~6x109 bp
- 6x109 / 1x107 = ~600 errors

How does the cell deal with these errors?

Excision Repair
Three types:
- Mismatch repair (MMR)
- Nucleotide excision repair (NER)
- Base excision repair (BER)

What do they have in common?
-

Excise the damaged or mismatched DNA strand
Synthesize based on the complementary strand
Ligate the nick to complete synthesis
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Proofreading Errors in the Genome
DNA polymerase d + proofreading function
- ~1 error in 107 bp

DNA polymerase d + proofreading + MMR
- ~1 error in 109 bp

Human genome has 6x109 bp
- 6x109 bp / 109 bp = ~6 errors in genome
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DNA can break during Replication
Breaks occur near replication forks
Up to ~ 10 breaks per cell per S phase
Breaks may result after trying to replication past
a ssDNA break (nick) or DNA “damage”
Failure to properly repair breaks can lead to cell
death, or to DNA translocations, which can lead
to cancer

Bypass of DNA Damage by DNA
Replication Forks
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Oxidation
Reactive Oxygen species:
- Hydrogen peroxide: HOOH
- Oxygen free radicals: O-O, HO, O

May arise from:
-

Mitochondria, peroxisomes, inflammation

Can damage DNA bases
-

Oxidized bases
Form abasic sites
DNA breaks: ss- or ds-DNA break
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Exogenous agents can damage DNA
UV: ultra-violet radiation
Alkylating agents
X-rays: ionizing radiation
- double-strand break (DSB)
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UV DNA damage: mutagen & carcinogen
Pyrimidine dimers:
- 60% T-T, 30% C-T, 10% C-C

Mutagenic: keratoses, basal skin carcinomas
-

C-C dimers are the most mutagenic: C-C -> T-T
T-T dimers are the least mutagenic, best repaired

Carcinogen: squamous cell carcinomas
-

Incidence doubles every 10 decline in latitude
Peaks at the Equator, where cumulative UV
highest

DNA alkylating agents
Many are known cytotoxics, mutagens and
carcinogens
- Which interfere with DNA replication

Some are agents used in laboratory studies
-

MMS, methyl methane sulfonate
ENU, ethyl nitrosourea

Cytotoxic drugs used in chemotherapy
-

Melphalan, chlorambucil, others

Environmental agents
-

MeCl: microorganisms, algae, burning biomass
Streptozotocin: MNU-derivative from resistant S.
achromogenes
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Impact of DNA alkylation
7-methyl-guanine is unstable
- Spontaneously depurinates -> abasic site
- Blocks replication, cytotoxic if not repaired

3-methyl-adenine blocks replication
-

Cytotoxic if not repaired

6-ethyl-guanine is mutagenic, not cytotoxic
-

Mispairs with T in replication, then T templates A
- eG:C -> eG:T -> A:T mutant DNA
G:C -> G:C -> G:C wtDNA, if repaired
1st
2nd :S phases

Excision Repair
Mismatch repair
Nucleotide excision repair

Base excision repair

Base Excision Repair
Many variations, depending on the nature of the
damage, glycosylase, and nature of DNA polymerase

All have the following steps in common:
-

Removal of the incorrect base by an appropriate
DNA N-glycosylase to create an AP site
An AP endonuclease nicks on the 5’ side of the AP
site to generate a 3’-OH terminus
Extension from the 3’-OH by a DNA polymerase,
which replaces the AP site with correct nucleotide
Ligation of the DNA nick
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Base Excision Repair & Cancer
MutYH: the first BER gene associated with a human
cancer syndrome

MutYH excises A across from 8-oxoG:A bp
Bialleic germline mutations predispose to
colorectal adenomas and carcinomas
Association with APE1, PCNA, RPA, & replication
foci suggests MutYH has a role in long-patch BER

Direct Repair
aka
Direct Reversal of DNA Damage
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Excision Repair
Mismatch repair
Nucleotide excision repair
- Fixes a wide variety of DNA damage: UV &
bulky adducts distorting the DNA helix

Base excision repair

Nucleotide Excision Repair
In all organisms, NER involves the following steps:
-

Damage recognition
Binding of a multi-protein complex at the damage
site
Double incision of the damaged strand several nt
away from the damaged site, both 5’ and 3’ sides
Removal of the damage-containing oligonucleotide
from between the two nicks
Filling of the resulting gap by a DNA polymerase
Ligation of the nick in the DNA

-

Nucleotide Excision Repair
Two Types:
Global Genome NER
-

Works on both DNA strands, except activelytranscribed strands

Transcription-coupled NER
-

Works on actively-transcribed DNA strands only
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DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs)
Unrepaired DSBs are lethal or mutagenic
Sources: X-rays, chemicals, free radicals,
replication across from a DNA SSB
Triggers recruitment of repair factors
-

Homology-directed or End-joining

Triggers cell-cycle arrest via checkpoint kinase
ATM (ataxia telangiectasia-mutated)
DSBs lead to GENOMIC INSTABILITY!
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DNA strand break repair
Essential for cell survival and genome stability
Multiple pathways
-

DSB repair by Homologous Recombination
DSB repair by Non-Homologous End Joining
Non-ligateable SSB repair

Homology-directed repair
Non-mutagenic
-

SDSA and DSB repair
Require: Rad51, Rad52, and mediator proteins
Rad54, Rad55, Rad57

Mutagenic
-

Single-strand annealing
Occurs at repeated DNA sequences
Requires Rad52 and Rad59
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DSB repair & cancer
Inherited predispositions to cancer
-

ATM, MRE11
NBS1: Nijmegen Breakage Syndrome
BRCA1, BRCA2: homology-directed repair
BLM, WRN: DNA helicases involved in repair

Null mutations: embryonic lethal (except ATM)
-

Result in gross chromosomal rearrangements
- SSB -> DSB during DNA replication
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DNA Damage Response (DDR)
DNA-PK

DNA DSB Repair

ATR

ATM
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p53
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DNA repair & cancer
Loss or mutagenesis of p53 has the devastating
dual consequences of preventing cell cycle
arrest due to DNA damage (resulting in
accumulation of more DNA damage), and in
preventing apoptosis of cells which have
accumulated too much DNA damage. These two
effects lead directly to genomic instability. This
explains why p53 is the most commonly
mutated protein in all human tumors.
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